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**Tower of Babel**

**Born dia is Portuguese for “Good Morning”** Say Born dia to a classmate and get 2 blocks.

**Ciao means Hello in Italian.** Tell a friend Ciao and get 3 blocks.

**It starts to rain so you cannot work.** Lose one turn.

**You deliver extra building supplies.** Take an extra turn!

**Hallo is Dutch for Hello.** Tell the person on your right Hallo to get 2 blocks.

**Konchiwa is Hello in Japanese.** Bow 3 times and receive 4 blocks!

**Guten Tag means good day in German.** Say “Guten Tag” to two people and get 4 blocks!

**Dobry den means Hello in Czech.** Tell the person across from you hello in Czech. Get 4 blocks!

**Greet 3 people of your choice using 3 different languages and get 6 blocks!**

**It is too windy to work up high.** Lose one turn.

**The universal way to greet others is a handshake or wave.** Wave to the person on your left. Get 3 blocks.
Ting means "Stop" in Chinese. You forgot to say bye to your mom before you left. Skip a turn.

Greet someone in a language other than English to get 4 blocks and a free turn!

G'Day Mate is how they say hello in Australia. Say G'Day Mate to a friend and receive 3 blocks.

Cuidado means Caution in Spanish. You dropped your tool belt. Lose 2 blocks.

Jambo is hello in Swahili. Tell the class hello using this language to get 4 blocks.

Salut is Hello in French. Give a Salute and receive 2 blocks.

Ya at' eeh means Hello in Navajo. (American Indian) Stand up and say Ya at' eeh to get 4 blocks.

Your tower tumbles to the ground. Go back to start.